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translations the first based largely on that in richard willes history of travayle in the west and east indies 1577 the second

derived from purchas his pilgrimes 1624 the third by the editor from three sixteenth century spanish versions with appendices

on various matters including a chinese glossary and a table of chinese dynasties and emperors this is a new print on demand

hardback edition of the volume first published in 1953 combining the insight of two dozen expert contributors to examine key

figures events and policies over 200 years of u s immigration history this work illuminates the foundations of the ethnic and

socioeconomic makeup of our nation the two volume the making of modern immigration an encyclopedia of people and ideas

is organized around a series of four dozen in depth essays on specific aspects of american immigration history since the

founding of the republic this encyclopedia addresses the major historical themes and contemporary research trends related to

u s immigration canvassing all the major policy endeavors on immigration in the last two centuries in addition to documenting

immigration policy the contributors devote extensive attention to the historiography of immigration supplementing theories with

cutting edge sociological data not content with providing a comprehensive overview of immigration history however the work

also offers probing investigations of key figures behind the ideas that have shaped the nation s self understanding taken as a

whole this seminal work lifts out the personalities and policies that surround the composition of america s national identity

illuminating the past as a series of lessons for the future nebenkarten und stadtpläne alice springs environs1 1 500

000detailkarte brisbane city1 30 000stadtplan canberra1 50 000stadtplan central adelaide1 20 000stadtplan central

melbourne1 30 000stadtplan central perth1 20 000stadtplan central sydney1 25 000stadtplan greater melbourne1 1 000

000detailkarte greater perth1 300 000detailkarte greater sydney1 600 000detailkarte mt olga ayers rock1 300 000detailkarte

sunshine coast gold coast1 1 000 000detailkarte explore the world s greatest buildings architecture is filled with amazing

illustrations and photographs that take you to the heart of the world s landmark buildings get the opportunity to look beyond

the facade examine materials and technology that shape buildings and identify thekey elements and decorative features of

each architectural style this is the best definitive visual guide on architecture it covers 5 000 years of architectural design style

and construction from airports to ziggurats dissects architectural wonders inside and out includes palaces great temples

cathedrals and towering modern skyscrapers for centuries the island of taiwan 100 miles off the asian mainland has been a

crossroads for traders and settlers pirates and military schemers from around the world unlike china with its long tradition of

keeping foreigners out taiwan has a long history of interaction both hostile and friendly with other seafaring nations near and

far maritime taiwan captures the full drama and details of this remarkable history it s filled with fascinating stories of foreign

adventurers and echoes the bitter songs of taiwan s aboriginal population confronted by the convergence of different maritime

cultures and values on the island here are accounts of the legendary pirate koxinga the chinese junk trade the mighty dutch

east india company british opium traders and scottish tea merchants jesuit priests and presbyterian missionaries a french fleet

commander a japanese colonial administrator an american aid official and many more here too is an extraordinary view of

taiwan over the centuries as its distinct identity culture and values were shaped by its unique history today with a population

of only 23 million taiwan is the world s nineteenth largest economy a vibrant relatively free society on the strategic route

between china and southeast asia maritime taiwan also discusses the significant impact of american military economic

educational and technological aid on taiwan s developments and addresses the island s continued importance in maintaining

the u s hegemony in east asia following the tradition and style of the acclaimed index islamicus the editors have created this

new bibliography of art and architecture in the islamic world the editors have surveyed and annotated a wide range of books
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and articles from collected volumes and journals published in all european languages except turkish between 1906 and 2011

this comprehensive bibliography is an indispensable tool for everyone involved in the study of material culture in muslim

societies hyperbolic structures analyses the interactions of form with the structural behaviour of hyperbolic lattice towers and

the effects of the various influencing factors were determined with the help of parametric studies and load capacity analyses

this evaluation of shukhov s historical calculations and the reconstruction of the design and development process of his water

towers shows why the russian engineer is considered not only a pathfinder for lightweight structures but also a pioneer of

parametrised design processes an architectural guidebook to san francisco and the bay area is the definitive guide to the

history and architecture of the nine san francisco bay area counties this compendium has been written and photographed by

susan cerny and twelve bay area experts and provides a historic record of how the area developed to became what it is

today and discusses transportation systems city and suburban landscape plans public parkland california history and

economic social and political influences included are san francisco victorians civic buildings churches parks grand period

revivals and rustic arts and crafts homes as well as significant vernacular buildings in less publicized neighborhoods and

towns features include buildings by all major san francisco bay area architects from the 1860s to the present more than 2 000

entries architectural landmarks in every bay area county arranged by chapter san francisco san mateo santa clara alameda

contra costa solano napa sonoma and marin more than 100 cities towns and neighborhoods a history of architectural styles

popular in the bay area more than 20 000 copies sold of our previous architecture guide to the bay area napoleon bonaparte

was one of the most influential rulers in european history renowned as a military commander he was also a great statesman

administrator lawmaker and builder and his civic achievements outlived and arguably eclipsed his victories on the battlefield

yet while there are a host of biographies and studies of his military and political career few books have been written about his

connections with paris the capital of his empire where many remarkable buildings and monuments date from his time in

power that is why david buttery s highly illustrated guidebook to napoleon s paris is such a timely and valuable addition to the

literature designed for visitors to the city many of the most famous sites in the city were built or enhanced on napoleon s

instructions or are closely associated with him and with the period of the first french empire the arc de triomphe the louvre the

hôtel des invalides musée de l armée notre dame cathedral père lachaise cemetery among them david buttery s guide covers

them all in evocative detail his work is essential reading for every visitor to paris who is keen to gain an insight into the

influence of napoleon on the city and the tumultuous period in french history in which he was the dominant figure this

handbook is the result of the authors experience in solving crosswords almost exclusively from the new york times for a

period of over 10 years and is designed to help puzzle solvers of all abilities it covers such strategic subjects as themes in

puzzles and what a clue is attempting to elicit as well as such tactical subjects as what precisely is to be written in the

squares in a puzzle thus the scope of the handbook ranges from the general to the detailed some of the subjects covered are

foreign languages french is the most popular by far mythology the old testament literature including poetry and drama

classical music sports baseball is the crossword favorite entertainment comics movies television and pop music art and

architecture geography ireland wins out here science and math travel and transportation computers and the internet as well

as a list of those special words that are favorites of puzzle constructors and hardly used by anyone else crosswords are fun

and this handbook helps you to enjoy them to quote from the acknowledgments the author and his readers are in the debt of

all those puzzle makers and their editors who give us such pleasure every day our lives are greatly enriched by them and

they help show us what a wonderful legacy we have in the english language this book provides a comprehensive survey of

modern movement houses constructed with steel frames arranged chronologically and thematically it traces the development

over the last seventy years of steel houses in europe australia and the united states with special reference to london paris
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sydney and los angeles and to the work elsewhere of mies van der rohe philip johnson and jean prouve examples of steel

houses from around the world demonstrate that steel structures can provide a better quality of life within a cleaner lighter

home environment 近年來台灣的公共工程中有許多精采的建築作品 如台中后里動物之家 屏東縣立圖書館總館及南寮漁港魚鱗天梯 等 本期 光華 封面故事將帶您

一探這些融入地景 別具巧思的公共設施背後 富含人文關懷的建築故事 此外 以 公民科學 全民參與時代 為題 報導 ebird taiwan 路殺社 等 由大眾與科學家們共同

完成的保育行動 看台灣的公民科學風潮是如何發起的 以及目前進展到什麼程度 誠如特有生物研究保育中心研究員林瑞興於受訪時所提及 公民科學的發展成功與否 與

該國經濟發展 民主開放 人民保育意識等息息相關 也是社會進步的成熟象徵 the drawings models and images highlighted in the overdrive

exhibition and catalogue reveal the complex and often underappreciated facets of los angeles and illustrate how the

metropolis became an internationally recognized destination with a unique design vocabulary canonical landmarks and a

coveted lifestyle this investigation builds upon the groundbreaking work of generations of historians theorists curators critics

and activists who have researched and expounded upon the development of los angeles in this volume thought provoking

essays shed more light on the exhibition s narratives including los angeles s physical landscape the rise of modernism the

region s influential residential architecture its buildings for commerce and transportation and architects pioneering uses of

bold forms advanced materials and new technologies the related exhibition will be held at the j paul getty museum from april

9 to july 21 2013 this guide contains a new approach to looking at and appreciating art one not found elsewhere it makes you

aware of abilities you already have to see things in various ways the key to these abilities is what i call the visual ego the

place between your eyes from which you see the world the guide then describes a series of particular ways of seeing and

making works of art finally it applies these ways which i call perspectives to works of art painting sculpture architecture and

the decorative arts covering a period of some seventy thousand years the results i find to be amazing including new

understandings and appreciation of many works of art and artists and their place in the history of art this collection of over

400 biographies of eminent ethnic americans celebrates a wide array of inspiring individuals and their contributions to u s

history the stories of these 400 eminent ethnic americans are a testimony to the enduring power of the american dream these

men and women from 90 different ethnic groups certainly faced unequal access to opportunities yet they all became

renowned artists writers political and religious leaders scientists and athletes kahlil gibran daniel inouye zbigniew brzezinski

thurgood marshall madeleine albright and many others are living proof that the land of opportunity sometimes lives up to its

name alongside these success stories as historian elliot r barkan notes in his introduction to this volume there have been

many failures and many immigrants who did not stay in the united states nevertheless the stories of these trailblazers

visionaries and champions portray the breadth of possibilities from organizing a nascent community to winning the nobel prize

they also provide irrefutable evidence that no single generation and no single cultural heritage can claim credit for what

america is where did your surname come from do you know how many people in the united states share it what does it tell

you about your lineage from the editor of the highly acclaimed dictionary of surnames comes the most extensive compilation

of surnames in america the result of 10 years of research and 30 consulting editors this massive undertaking documents 70

000 surnames of americans across the country a reference source like no other it surveys each surname giving its meaning

nationality alternate spellings common forenames associated with it and the frequency of each surname and forename the

dictionary of american family names is a fascinating journey throughout the multicultural united states offering a detailed look

at the meaning and frequency of surnames throughout the country for students studying family genealogy others interested in

finding out more about their own lineage or lexicographers the dictionary is an ideal place to begin research grounded in

research and practical expertise this volume helps k 6 teachers skillfully support all of their english language learners ells

from a single student to an entire classroom ideas for teaching ells across different grade and proficiency levels include ways

to link instruction to students lived experiences use a variety of motivating print and electronic texts and materials engage
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families and conduct effective assessments chapters are packed with tools and activities for promoting ells development in

oral language phonics fluency vocabulary comprehension writing and grammar handy reproducibles and voice from the

classroom teacher vignettes enhance the utility of the book since the mythical tower of babel humans have continuously tried

to erect monuments to match their oversized egos with ancient ziggurats the taj mahal or the empire state building man has

for centuries demonstrated his force by raising structures for purposes both religious and profane as international cultural

statements without words symbols of a peoples values devotion patriotism power symbols of a civilisationÊs grandeur these

monuments still fascinate and attract an ever growing public who is captivated by the createvity and ingenuity of these

architects and stonemasons their historical message goes far beyond mere art history for they tell us of the lives and

evolution of the peoples of the past as does the parthenon in athens many times destroyed rebuilt reused attacked pillaged

and restored once again today this work featuring 1000 monuments chosen from around the globe retraces human history the

techniques styles and philosophies necessary for the construction of so many splendours over the centuries providing a

panorama of the most celebrated monuments while evoking the passion of their makers the reader can explore the changing

values of humanity through the edifices it has built and understand these structures as triumphs of humankind international

scholars and sinologists discuss culture economic growth social change political processes and foreign influences in china

since the earliest pre dynastic period includes entries for maps and atlases the bibliography lists over 2800 unilingual bilingual

and polyglot dictionaries glossaries and encyclopedias in the physical sciences engineering and technology published during

the past twelve years the majority of the titles cited have english as the xource or target language or are dictionaries giving

definitions in english the bibliographic entries are arranged in 49 subject classes within each subject the entries are listed

alphabetically by language and within each language group by author forty seven foreign languages are represented in the

compilation lists of abbreviations and reference sources and detailed author language and subject indexes complement the

publication author
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Unesco List of Documents and Publications

1996

translations the first based largely on that in richard willes history of travayle in the west and east indies 1577 the second

derived from purchas his pilgrimes 1624 the third by the editor from three sixteenth century spanish versions with appendices

on various matters including a chinese glossary and a table of chinese dynasties and emperors this is a new print on demand

hardback edition of the volume first published in 1953

English and Chinese Dictionary

1869

combining the insight of two dozen expert contributors to examine key figures events and policies over 200 years of u s

immigration history this work illuminates the foundations of the ethnic and socioeconomic makeup of our nation the two

volume the making of modern immigration an encyclopedia of people and ideas is organized around a series of four dozen in

depth essays on specific aspects of american immigration history since the founding of the republic this encyclopedia

addresses the major historical themes and contemporary research trends related to u s immigration canvassing all the major

policy endeavors on immigration in the last two centuries in addition to documenting immigration policy the contributors

devote extensive attention to the historiography of immigration supplementing theories with cutting edge sociological data not

content with providing a comprehensive overview of immigration history however the work also offers probing investigations of

key figures behind the ideas that have shaped the nation s self understanding taken as a whole this seminal work lifts out the

personalities and policies that surround the composition of america s national identity illuminating the past as a series of

lessons for the future

Maritime Taiwan

2017-05-15

nebenkarten und stadtpläne alice springs environs1 1 500 000detailkarte brisbane city1 30 000stadtplan canberra1 50

000stadtplan central adelaide1 20 000stadtplan central melbourne1 30 000stadtplan central perth1 20 000stadtplan central

sydney1 25 000stadtplan greater melbourne1 1 000 000detailkarte greater perth1 300 000detailkarte greater sydney1 600

000detailkarte mt olga ayers rock1 300 000detailkarte sunshine coast gold coast1 1 000 000detailkarte

South China in the Sixteenth Century (1550-1575)

2012-02-13

explore the world s greatest buildings architecture is filled with amazing illustrations and photographs that take you to the

heart of the world s landmark buildings get the opportunity to look beyond the facade examine materials and technology that

shape buildings and identify thekey elements and decorative features of each architectural style this is the best definitive

visual guide on architecture it covers 5 000 years of architectural design style and construction from airports to ziggurats
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dissects architectural wonders inside and out includes palaces great temples cathedrals and towering modern skyscrapers

The Making of Modern Immigration [2 volumes]

2001

for centuries the island of taiwan 100 miles off the asian mainland has been a crossroads for traders and settlers pirates and

military schemers from around the world unlike china with its long tradition of keeping foreigners out taiwan has a long history

of interaction both hostile and friendly with other seafaring nations near and far maritime taiwan captures the full drama and

details of this remarkable history it s filled with fascinating stories of foreign adventurers and echoes the bitter songs of taiwan

s aboriginal population confronted by the convergence of different maritime cultures and values on the island here are

accounts of the legendary pirate koxinga the chinese junk trade the mighty dutch east india company british opium traders

and scottish tea merchants jesuit priests and presbyterian missionaries a french fleet commander a japanese colonial

administrator an american aid official and many more here too is an extraordinary view of taiwan over the centuries as its

distinct identity culture and values were shaped by its unique history today with a population of only 23 million taiwan is the

world s nineteenth largest economy a vibrant relatively free society on the strategic route between china and southeast asia

maritime taiwan also discusses the significant impact of american military economic educational and technological aid on

taiwan s developments and addresses the island s continued importance in maintaining the u s hegemony in east asia

Paris

2006-04-17

following the tradition and style of the acclaimed index islamicus the editors have created this new bibliography of art and

architecture in the islamic world the editors have surveyed and annotated a wide range of books and articles from collected

volumes and journals published in all european languages except turkish between 1906 and 2011 this comprehensive

bibliography is an indispensable tool for everyone involved in the study of material culture in muslim societies

Eyewitness Companions: Architecture

2014-12-18

hyperbolic structures analyses the interactions of form with the structural behaviour of hyperbolic lattice towers and the effects

of the various influencing factors were determined with the help of parametric studies and load capacity analyses this

evaluation of shukhov s historical calculations and the reconstruction of the design and development process of his water

towers shows why the russian engineer is considered not only a pathfinder for lightweight structures but also a pioneer of

parametrised design processes

Maritime Taiwan

2012
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an architectural guidebook to san francisco and the bay area is the definitive guide to the history and architecture of the nine

san francisco bay area counties this compendium has been written and photographed by susan cerny and twelve bay area

experts and provides a historic record of how the area developed to became what it is today and discusses transportation

systems city and suburban landscape plans public parkland california history and economic social and political influences

included are san francisco victorians civic buildings churches parks grand period revivals and rustic arts and crafts homes as

well as significant vernacular buildings in less publicized neighborhoods and towns features include buildings by all major san

francisco bay area architects from the 1860s to the present more than 2 000 entries architectural landmarks in every bay area

county arranged by chapter san francisco san mateo santa clara alameda contra costa solano napa sonoma and marin more

than 100 cities towns and neighborhoods a history of architectural styles popular in the bay area more than 20 000 copies

sold of our previous architecture guide to the bay area

Bibliography of Art and Architecture in the Islamic World (2 Vol. Set)

1970

napoleon bonaparte was one of the most influential rulers in european history renowned as a military commander he was

also a great statesman administrator lawmaker and builder and his civic achievements outlived and arguably eclipsed his

victories on the battlefield yet while there are a host of biographies and studies of his military and political career few books

have been written about his connections with paris the capital of his empire where many remarkable buildings and

monuments date from his time in power that is why david buttery s highly illustrated guidebook to napoleon s paris is such a

timely and valuable addition to the literature designed for visitors to the city many of the most famous sites in the city were

built or enhanced on napoleon s instructions or are closely associated with him and with the period of the first french empire

the arc de triomphe the louvre the hôtel des invalides musée de l armée notre dame cathedral père lachaise cemetery among

them david buttery s guide covers them all in evocative detail his work is essential reading for every visitor to paris who is

keen to gain an insight into the influence of napoleon on the city and the tumultuous period in french history in which he was

the dominant figure

Department of State News Letter

1970

this handbook is the result of the authors experience in solving crosswords almost exclusively from the new york times for a

period of over 10 years and is designed to help puzzle solvers of all abilities it covers such strategic subjects as themes in

puzzles and what a clue is attempting to elicit as well as such tactical subjects as what precisely is to be written in the

squares in a puzzle thus the scope of the handbook ranges from the general to the detailed some of the subjects covered are

foreign languages french is the most popular by far mythology the old testament literature including poetry and drama

classical music sports baseball is the crossword favorite entertainment comics movies television and pop music art and

architecture geography ireland wins out here science and math travel and transportation computers and the internet as well

as a list of those special words that are favorites of puzzle constructors and hardly used by anyone else crosswords are fun

and this handbook helps you to enjoy them to quote from the acknowledgments the author and his readers are in the debt of
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all those puzzle makers and their editors who give us such pleasure every day our lives are greatly enriched by them and

they help show us what a wonderful legacy we have in the english language

Newsletter

1970

this book provides a comprehensive survey of modern movement houses constructed with steel frames arranged

chronologically and thematically it traces the development over the last seventy years of steel houses in europe australia and

the united states with special reference to london paris sydney and los angeles and to the work elsewhere of mies van der

rohe philip johnson and jean prouve examples of steel houses from around the world demonstrate that steel structures can

provide a better quality of life within a cleaner lighter home environment

News Letter

2015-02-23

近年來台灣的公共工程中有許多精采的建築作品 如台中后里動物之家 屏東縣立圖書館總館及南寮漁港魚鱗天梯 等 本期 光華 封面故事將帶您一探這些融入地景 別具

巧思的公共設施背後 富含人文關懷的建築故事 此外 以 公民科學 全民參與時代 為題 報導 ebird taiwan 路殺社 等 由大眾與科學家們共同完成的保育行動 看台灣

的公民科學風潮是如何發起的 以及目前進展到什麼程度 誠如特有生物研究保育中心研究員林瑞興於受訪時所提及 公民科學的發展成功與否 與該國經濟發展 民主開放

人民保育意識等息息相關 也是社會進步的成熟象徵

Hyperbolic Structures

1970

the drawings models and images highlighted in the overdrive exhibition and catalogue reveal the complex and often

underappreciated facets of los angeles and illustrate how the metropolis became an internationally recognized destination

with a unique design vocabulary canonical landmarks and a coveted lifestyle this investigation builds upon the

groundbreaking work of generations of historians theorists curators critics and activists who have researched and expounded

upon the development of los angeles in this volume thought provoking essays shed more light on the exhibition s narratives

including los angeles s physical landscape the rise of modernism the region s influential residential architecture its buildings

for commerce and transportation and architects pioneering uses of bold forms advanced materials and new technologies the

related exhibition will be held at the j paul getty museum from april 9 to july 21 2013

Newsletter

2007

this guide contains a new approach to looking at and appreciating art one not found elsewhere it makes you aware of abilities

you already have to see things in various ways the key to these abilities is what i call the visual ego the place between your

eyes from which you see the world the guide then describes a series of particular ways of seeing and making works of art
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finally it applies these ways which i call perspectives to works of art painting sculpture architecture and the decorative arts

covering a period of some seventy thousand years the results i find to be amazing including new understandings and

appreciation of many works of art and artists and their place in the history of art

An Architectural Guidebook to San Francisco and the Bay Area

2020-07-19

this collection of over 400 biographies of eminent ethnic americans celebrates a wide array of inspiring individuals and their

contributions to u s history the stories of these 400 eminent ethnic americans are a testimony to the enduring power of the

american dream these men and women from 90 different ethnic groups certainly faced unequal access to opportunities yet

they all became renowned artists writers political and religious leaders scientists and athletes kahlil gibran daniel inouye

zbigniew brzezinski thurgood marshall madeleine albright and many others are living proof that the land of opportunity

sometimes lives up to its name alongside these success stories as historian elliot r barkan notes in his introduction to this

volume there have been many failures and many immigrants who did not stay in the united states nevertheless the stories of

these trailblazers visionaries and champions portray the breadth of possibilities from organizing a nascent community to

winning the nobel prize they also provide irrefutable evidence that no single generation and no single cultural heritage can

claim credit for what america is

Napoleon's Paris

1968

where did your surname come from do you know how many people in the united states share it what does it tell you about

your lineage from the editor of the highly acclaimed dictionary of surnames comes the most extensive compilation of

surnames in america the result of 10 years of research and 30 consulting editors this massive undertaking documents 70 000

surnames of americans across the country a reference source like no other it surveys each surname giving its meaning

nationality alternate spellings common forenames associated with it and the frequency of each surname and forename the

dictionary of american family names is a fascinating journey throughout the multicultural united states offering a detailed look

at the meaning and frequency of surnames throughout the country for students studying family genealogy others interested in

finding out more about their own lineage or lexicographers the dictionary is an ideal place to begin research

General Catalogue of Printed Books

2014-01-06

grounded in research and practical expertise this volume helps k 6 teachers skillfully support all of their english language

learners ells from a single student to an entire classroom ideas for teaching ells across different grade and proficiency levels

include ways to link instruction to students lived experiences use a variety of motivating print and electronic texts and

materials engage families and conduct effective assessments chapters are packed with tools and activities for promoting ells

development in oral language phonics fluency vocabulary comprehension writing and grammar handy reproducibles and voice
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from the classroom teacher vignettes enhance the utility of the book

How to Solve Crosswords: a Handbook

2016-03-23

since the mythical tower of babel humans have continuously tried to erect monuments to match their oversized egos with

ancient ziggurats the taj mahal or the empire state building man has for centuries demonstrated his force by raising structures

for purposes both religious and profane as international cultural statements without words symbols of a peoples values

devotion patriotism power symbols of a civilisationÊs grandeur these monuments still fascinate and attract an ever growing

public who is captivated by the createvity and ingenuity of these architects and stonemasons their historical message goes far

beyond mere art history for they tell us of the lives and evolution of the peoples of the past as does the parthenon in athens

many times destroyed rebuilt reused attacked pillaged and restored once again today this work featuring 1000 monuments

chosen from around the globe retraces human history the techniques styles and philosophies necessary for the construction

of so many splendours over the centuries providing a panorama of the most celebrated monuments while evoking the passion

of their makers the reader can explore the changing values of humanity through the edifices it has built and understand these

structures as triumphs of humankind

Teaching Strategies II

2022-11-01

international scholars and sinologists discuss culture economic growth social change political processes and foreign

influences in china since the earliest pre dynastic period

The Modern Steel House

2013

includes entries for maps and atlases

台灣光華雜誌2022年11月號中英文版

2013-05-08

the bibliography lists over 2800 unilingual bilingual and polyglot dictionaries glossaries and encyclopedias in the physical

sciences engineering and technology published during the past twelve years the majority of the titles cited have english as

the xource or target language or are dictionaries giving definitions in english the bibliographic entries are arranged in 49

subject classes within each subject the entries are listed alphabetically by language and within each language group by

author forty seven foreign languages are represented in the compilation lists of abbreviations and reference sources and

detailed author language and subject indexes complement the publication author
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Overdrive

1996

Looking at Art

1967

Avery Index to Architectural Periodicals. 2d Ed., Rev. and Enl

1869

Bibliography of Publications on the Languages of the World: South Asia and Far

East. Africa

2001-05-01

English and Chinese dictionary, with the Punti and Mandarin pronunciation

2003-05-08

Making It in America

1968

Dictionary of American Family Names

2010-01-15
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